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Dear Commissioner Smith

I am concerned that NXT provided you blatantly misleading information during the
hearing, especially regarding feedstock "agreements." Please see the attached
documents.



Commissioner Smith, you asked if there were feedstock agreements in place. Chris
Efird responded, "Yes, we have multiple feedstock agreements. There are probably
about a dozen of them, including an umbrella agreement with a large international
financial commodities group.We feel comfortable that there will be more than
sufficient feedstock."

This directly contradicts publicly available information provided to the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) regarding NXT by its former partner in the now-canceled
business merger, lndustrial Tech Acquisitions lnc (ITAQ. ln considering the business
combination, ITAQ disclosed ptlblety to tne SfC tnat feed greements were not
jn-place for ruXf as of O ,2023. Not surprisingly, the merger failed two
weeks later.

ITAQ's October 17,2023, SEC submittal shows that a key feedstock agreement with
BP has been terminated. The document submitted to the SEC states that investors
were unsure whether NXT will be able to obtain feedstocks, at all. lt also shows that
NXT assumed that 100 percent of its feedstock would come from BP, the agreement
that was terminated. And, feedstocks at startup were to be comprised of 600/o

soybean oil. (Efird said that they do not want to use more than 10-15o/o vegetable oil.)

The document is dated October 17,2023. The excerpts below come from this
document, which can be found at this link:
h ttpS://www. s ee. qov / ix?

These are public admissions by former NXT backers about the fact that NXT lacks
firm feedstock supply agreements.

1) According to the document submitted to the SEC, NXT's key feedstock
agreement has been terminated.

. "NXT previously entered into a global term contract with BP pursuant to which BP
would supply feedstock sufficient to produce 37,500 barrels of renewable diesel fuel
per day and a right of first refusal to supply feedstock in excess of that amount and for
any of our future refineries. The binding term of such agreement expired and BP
subsequently terminated the agreement. NXT and BP have begun initial
discussions to enter into a new feedstock supply agreement, however NXT cannot
assure you that it will be able to negotiate a new feedstock supply agreement on
terms acceptable to NXTCLEAN if at all. In response, NXT is focusing on the
GoloBiomass business segment through which it is seeking to aggregate
sufficient amounts of feedstock to supply its anticipated feedstock needs at both
Port Westward, and Lakeview." - p. 188 (my emphasis added)

doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1841586/000101376223004565/fs42023a1 industtech2.htm#TOCO01



2) According to the document filed with the SEC in October 2O23, neither NXT
or its subsidiary GoloBiomass have feedstock agreements, or even agreements
for agreements. At the hearing, Efird said NXT has a dozen "agreements,"
directly contradicting publicly available SEC documents.

. "NXT and GoloBiomass have entered into various non-binding memoranda
of understanding ("MOUs") with companies that are either producing or
aggregating various types of clean feedstocks. Howevel an MOU is not an
agreement or an agreement to enter into an agreement but is more in
the nature of an agreement to negotiate, and NXT can give no assurance
that any of these discussio generate agreements with NXTCLEAN."
- p. 184 (My emphasis added. Efird repeatedly referred to "agreements.")

3) The SEC filing goes on to acknowledge in multiple ways that feedstock
agreements are not in place, and NXT lacks experience in acquiring them.

. "NXTCLEAN may be unable to successfully negotiate final, binding terms for
the feedstock and distribution agreements for RD and SAF for its proposed
Port Westward Refinery..." - p. 34

. "NXT has no experience in either the construction of a renewal fuel
refinery or facility or in the operation of o renewoble fuel business, which
may impair its ability to construct the NXT Projects or produce and seII
renewable fuel and to negotiate controcts for the purchase or feedstock
and the sole of fuel." - p. 58 (emphasis in original document!)

. "NXT cannot assure you that it will be able to negotiate one or more feedstock
supply agreements or offtake agreements or that, if agreements are
completed, the terms would enable NXTCLEAN to market its fuel at a
reasonable margin...The failure of NXT to have feedstock supply
agreemenfs and offtake agreements in place may affect the willingness of an
investor to make an investment in NXT, which could impair NXT's ability to
continue to operate." - p. 60 (emphasis added)

. "The price and availability of feedstocks may be influenced by general
economic, market and regulatory factors. These factors include weather
conditions, including the effects of climate change, farming decisions,
government policies and subsidies with respect to agriculture and
international trade, and global demand and supply. The significance and



relative impact of these factors on the price of feedstocks is difficult to
predict, especially without knowing what types of feedstock materials that
NXT may need to use;' - p. 61 (emphasis added)

. "Our feedstocks may be grown on land that could be used for food
production, which subjects our feedstock sources to various ethical, legal, and
social "food versus fuel" concerns. lf we are not able to overcome the ethical,
legal and social concerns relating to this, our products and processes may not
be accepted." - p.64

. "...proj€ctions assumed that BP will supply 100o/o of NXTCLEAN's feedstock
supply on substantially the terms of NXT's previous feedstock supply
agreement with BP, which hos since been terminoted." - p. 106 (emphasis
added, and see attached image showing that NXT will use 60% soybean oil at
the outset of the project - a stark contrast to Efird testimony).

ln conclusion, the Commission should not rely on statements from Efird for the
purpose of making decisions. The most recent publicly available information suggests
that Efird misled the Commission. Our community does not trust NXT for a reasonr
and they apparently provided a false answer to a direct question. You should be
furious with them, as we are, and you should deny their applications.

Thank you,

Brandon Schilling


